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“What’s happening is in the last . . . (two to four) years, there has been a radical, rapid change with technology,” said Doug McAlarney, a Republican political consultant based in Tallahassee. “Stuff that you would only see in a presidential campaign or a well-funded Senate campaign now can be used by someone running for city council or mayor. It’s become more affordable and more prevalent, and the state just needs to evolve with the change in technology.”

I. INTRODUCTION: BLOGGING DEMOCRATIZES CAMPAIGNING; HOWEVER, UNREGULATED PAID BLOGGING THREATENS THE DEMOCRATIC PROCESS

The mainstream media has begun neglecting serious, in-depth coverage of congressional, state, and local elections due to financial problems and staffing cuts. In response, voters are turning to the
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Internet and blogs for sources of political news to fill the void as coverage decreases.\textsuperscript{5}

With this backdrop, some people are alleging that bloggers are being paid\textsuperscript{6} to give voters their supposedly unbiased opinions.\textsuperscript{7} Politicians, political parties, and interest groups, from government officials to labor unions to candidates for local office, are “secretly funding bloggers to promote or attack candidates.”\textsuperscript{8} Some candidates for office are concerned that their opponents are covertly retaining and paying bloggers to post, write, and plant negative stories against them that have the potential to affect the outcome of elections.\textsuperscript{9} Political campaigning on the Internet has become more like the proverbial Wild West than the stable American democratic republic that has been historically revered around the world.

II. THESIS

The current state of unregulated paid political blogging in cyber-space\textsuperscript{10} debases America’s democracy. Bloggers are not required by the Federal Election Commission (“FEC”)\textsuperscript{11} to disclose whether they have been paid by an outside source to post their content or provide

\begin{itemize}
  \item[5.] See, e.g., Myers, supra note 3; Leonard Pitts, Jr., The Case for Journalists and Why Every Citizen Can’t Be One, DETROIT FREE PRESS (June 26, 2012), http://www.freep.com/article/20120626/OPINION05/206260323/The-case-for-journalists-and-why-every-citizen-can-t-be-one.
  \item[9.] See E-mail from Rich Glorioso, Former Fla. State Rep., to author (Sept. 30, 2013, 1:13 PM) (on file with author).
  \item[11.] The FEC was created by the U.S. Congress in 1975 to regulate the Federal Election Campaign Act (“FECA”), which is a statute that regulates federal campaign finance contributions and expenditures. About the FEC, FED. ELECTION COMM’N, http://www.fec.gov/about.shtml (last visited Mar. 13, 2014).
\end{itemize}
favorable or negative coverage to suit their political needs.\textsuperscript{12} This lack of disclosure precludes the American public, and at times even elected officials, from having sufficient knowledge to make informed decisions regarding for whom or for what to vote and how the government should be run. “Information about who is spending in politics and how much allows voters to analyze the message coming out and allows voters to vote competently.”\textsuperscript{13}

The FEC, as well as state and local elections regulators, should promulgate a new rule implementing blogger disclosure laws that requires a blogger to disclose on her blog, in a prominent and visible manner, whether a blogger has received a consulting retainer, gifts, reimbursements for travel, hotel, or meal expenses, or has changed the price of advertisements in exchange for news coverage from a candidate for office, a political party, an interest group, or any other entity.\textsuperscript{14}

### III. HISTORY

Government regulation of elections is constantly in flux, and it is usually controversial. But such regulation is necessary for the stability of our democratic republic. Republican President Theodore Roosevelt was one of the first to see the need for campaign finance reform after a corporate scandal affected his 1904 campaign.\textsuperscript{15} In response, he pushed to ban corporate political contributions, and reforms were passed in the Tillman Act of 1907 (“the Act”).\textsuperscript{16} The Act was followed by further reform attempts which sought to: 1) limit the influence of wealthy individuals and special interest groups on the outcome of federal elections; 2) regulate spending in campaigns for federal office; and 3) deter abuses by mandating public disclosure of campaign finances.\textsuperscript{17}

Currently, there are federal laws and rules governing federal campaigns for the United States Congress and the presidency. “One

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{12} Internet Communications, 71 Fed. Reg. 18589, 18602 (Apr. 12, 2006) (codified at 11 C.F.R. § 110.11 (2013)).
\item \textsuperscript{14} While the First Amendment, media exemptions to campaign finance laws, and jurisdictional issues are relevant to the discussion, these topics are not within the scope of this Note.
\item \textsuperscript{16} \textit{Id}.
\end{itemize}
of the main goals of campaign finance law is to prevent corruption and the appearance of corruption . . . .”18 This was the intent of the United States Supreme Court’s 1976 ruling in *Buckley v. Valeo*.19 In *Buckley*, the Court reviewed the 1974 reforms to the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 (“FECA”).20 The FECA created the FEC as a result of the concern that large contributions given to secure political quid pro quos from current and potential office holders undermines the integrity of the American system of representative democracy.21 After *Buckley*, it is clearly constitutional for the government to regulate campaign contributions and expenditures.22 In *Citizens United v. FEC*,23 the Court reaffirmed that the government may regulate corporate political speech through disclaimer and disclosure requirements as long as it does not suppress their speech altogether.24

In 1992, the United States Congress passed, and President George W. Bush signed, the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act of 2002 (“BCRA”).25 The BCRA, which is also known as the McCain-Feingold Act, attempted to modernize campaign finance disclosure laws.26 The FEC was to regulate and enforce BCRA.27 Campaign Internet communications were exempted from new disclosure laws under the rules promulgated.28

However, the BCRA was controversial,29 and campaign finance reform was again in flux. In *Shays v. FEC*,30 the United States District Court for the District of Columbia found the new rules too weak and ordered the FEC to promulgate a clear rule relating to campaign Internet activity and disclosure.31 The BCRA’s failure to require campaigns to report their advertising expenditures in cyberspace created a situation in which an identical television, radio, or newspa-

---

20. *Id.* at 6 & n.1.
22. *Id.*
24. *Id.* at 371.
27. See *id.*
per advertisement promoting a candidate needed to be fully disclosed when not run on the Internet, while the same exact advertisement running simultaneously in cyberspace on a blog, or any other website, such as YouTube, did not need such a disclaimer or to be reported by the campaign to the FEC. In response to Shays, the FEC requested Notice and Comment for a Proposed Rulemaking ("NPRM") in 2005. The FEC requested comments on whether traditional campaign finance disclosures, which are required on most non-Internet campaign material, should be extended to Internet-based campaign material. The NPRM included the question of whether bloggers should be required to disclose if they have received payment from a political campaign or interest group to post a positive or negative story. All but one of fifty comments received was opposed to such a rule. The FEC promulgated and published their rule in 2006. Disclosures on Internet-based communications by campaigns were required as well as disclosure by campaigns of payments to bloggers. However, the rule exempted bloggers from any obligation to disclose payments made by a campaign for placing or writing comment on their blogs. Bloggers, both incorporated and unincorporated, did not have to inform their readers if they had received payment in the form of a consulting fee, advertisements, or something of value. An advertisement posted by a blogger would still need to include a disclaimer that the advertisement was paid for by the campaign; however, it is the campaign that must include this disclaimer in the advertisement. Specific stories written by the blogger that refer to this campaign would not have to disclose that the campaign had advertised on the blog in the past.

Bloggers wishing to promote one candidate or criticize another without compensation can continue to do so without any new restraints. Even bloggers who are paid by a candidate, party, or political action committee (PAC) to promote a candidate or cause—in

34. Id.
35. See id.
37. Id. at 18,602.
38. Id.
39. Id.
40. See id.
41. Id.
non-advertisement form—are not be required to disclose this fact themselves. (The candidate or party, however, would.)

The rule promulgation was one of the most important FEC rule-makings in 2006 because of the Internet’s ability to involve average citizens in politics and affect their ability to engage in the political process in cyberspace.

The U.S. Congress considered revising the current laws within the “Democracy is Strengthened by Casting Light on Spending in Elections Act” (“DISCLOSE Act”) in 2010. The main emphasis of the DISCLOSE Act was to require independent groups that received a donation of $10,000 or more for use in a political campaign to disclose the name of the donor within twenty-four hours of the contribution being spent. It also included a provision for Internet disclosure.

The reforms passed the U.S. House of Representatives but died in the U.S. Senate for lack of support from Republicans who believed “the measure could have a chilling affect on political giving, subjecting campaign donors to intimidation from their political opponents.” Thus, there was no new rule on Internet blogging disclosure to close the disclosure loophole.

The current federal rule states that if a campaign pays a blogger to post or write a story or puts the blogger on a retainer, only the

---

43. See Anne E. Kornblut, *F.E.C. to Consider Internet Politicking*, N.Y. TIMES (Mar. 6, 2005), http://www.nytimes.com/2005/03/06/politics/06blog.html?_r=0.
46. Democracy is Strengthened by Casting Light on Spending in Elections Act, H.R. 5175, 111th Cong. § 105 (2010).
49. Rosalind S. Helderman, *DISCLOSE Act, New Donor Transparency Law, Blocked in Senate*, WASH. POST 2CHAMBERS (July 16, 2012, 6:45 PM), http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/2chambers/post/disclose-act-new-donor-transparency-law-blocked-in-senate/2012/07/16/gJQAbm7WpW_blog.html (“The bill is a response to the 2010 Citizens United ruling, in which the U.S. Supreme Court said that corporate campaign donations are a form of free speech and cannot be limited by government. Some nonprofit groups and unions are not required to reveal their donors. The bill would require speedy disclosure of big donors.”).
campaign itself is required to disclose the payment. The campaign must list the payment as an expenditure on its regularly scheduled campaign finance reports filed with the FEC for a federal candidate or designated state or local elections official for a state or local candidate. The blogger is under no obligation to disclose a payment to any reporting authority or on the blog itself.

However, disclosure only on the campaign side of the transaction, and not the blogger side, is insufficient to ensure that voters are fully informed of whether the blogger is providing an unbiased opinion or is in fact an agent of the campaign. A tenacious voter would have to spend hours wading through the FEC record-keeping labyrinth to find a link between the blogger and the campaign. Voters will not be able to link a specific post to a specific payment in a timely manner, which does not afford them the opportunity to cast a well-informed vote. This is not a realistic scenario because even if the voter was able to locate a campaign’s financial reports rapidly, she may not find the answer for which she was looking. Campaigns have found, and are utilizing, this loophole in the law to conceal payments to bloggers. Furthermore, a voter’s efforts to research would be stonewalled by another loophole. To wit, campaigns are hiding payments and connections to bloggers by “writing checks to consultants who then pay the blogger. Also, disclosure of payments need not be made on the blog or website where a reader can easily see it.”

IV. WHY THE FEC SHOULD RECONSIDER THE QUESTION OF WHETHER BLOGGERS SHOULD BE REQUIRED TO DISCLOSE POLITICAL PAYMENTS

Since the FEC’s 2006 rule, there has been a radical, rapid change in technology. Techniques and tactics that were, until then, only seen in a well-funded presidential campaign or U.S. Senate campaign now can be utilized by local candidates running for city council or mayor. The technology and know-how to set up and run a blog have become more affordable and widely available, and it has been alleged that bloggers are being paid by campaigns, political parties, and interest

---


52. Internet Communications, 71 Fed. Reg. at 18,602; McGreevy, supra note 8.

53. See Detailed Files About Candidates, Parties and Other Committees, Fed. Election Comm’n, http://www.fec.gov/finance/disclosure/ftpdet.shtml (last visited Mar. 13, 2014). “These files contain the most recent 10 years of data, the current election cycle plus the most recent five (5) election cycles.” Id.

54. McGreevy, supra note 8.

55. Silva, supra note 1.
groups to post or write positive and negative articles. The FEC rules need to evolve with the changes in technology to protect voters and assist them in getting a true, unbiased picture of the political landscape. Moreover, the rule revision needs to distinguish between traditional journalism and paid political blogging.

In practice, there is little to no distinction between a paid blogger and a paid campaign press secretary or spokesperson. “The only real question is whether the bloggers should have to [disclose payments] on their own.” UCLA Law Professor Eugene Volokh has stated, “When a blogger is paid to write for a campaign, that’s basically a campaign buying a political advertisement. . . . The Supreme Court has held (in McConnell and Citizens United) that the government may require political advertisers to identify the source of the advertisement. Requiring the blogger to identify his speech as an advertisement paid for by a campaign would be much the same as the identification requirements that had been upheld—it would inform the public about who is actually paying for the speech, and do so at the moment the speech is received.”

In conjunction with blogging technology becoming more readily available, some voters are beginning to get a majority of their election-related news from the Internet. Bloggers’ stories are affecting politics as never before imaginable and can be very influential on the political process. A prime example is the Drudge Report’s breaking news of former President Bill Clinton’s affair with a twenty-three-year-old White House intern. While Newsweek magazine reporter Michael Isikoff had the story, the magazine attempted to kill it by refusing to publish it in print or on its Internet site. Drudge ran

56. E-mail from Rich Glorioso, supra note 9.
60. See id.
63. Id.
with the story.\textsuperscript{64} His posting brought attention to one of the biggest political scandals of the century and the impeachment of a President of the United States by the House of Representatives.\textsuperscript{65} Drudge’s ability to affect the political arena with merely a personal computer demonstrates the power of one person blogging about issues and people. It also underscores the importance of readers and voters knowing whether content is paid content or the blogger’s own opinions. Ironically, \textit{Newsweek} magazine, one of the world’s most respected print media, is no longer printed in hard copy and is now published only as an Internet version, joining the \textit{Drudge Report} as a cyberspace-only publication.\textsuperscript{66} \textit{Newsweek} now must compete with bloggers like Drudge on equal footing. “Love him or hate him, Matt Drudge’s report on the Clinton scandal is the most visible sign to date of the changing nature of journalism.”\textsuperscript{67}

“According to the Pew Research Center, 34 percent of Americans say the Internet now is their main source of campaign news. Google research indicates that 68 percent of American voters use the Internet to research political information.”\textsuperscript{68} Bloggers, such as Drudge, have become extremely successful in influencing online readers.\textsuperscript{69} In 2011, his website referred more online readers to mainstream newspaper websites than worldwide publications such as \textit{BBC News}.\textsuperscript{70} The Pew Research Center (“Pew”) reported in 2011 that only Google\textsuperscript{71} directed more traffic to news websites than Drudge. In fact, using data from the Nielsen Company to examine twenty-one news sites on the Internet, Pew demonstrated in their 2011 report that the \textit{Drudge Report} directed more traffic to news websites than Facebook and Twitter combined, even though the \textit{Drudge Report} had less monthly

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{64} \textit{Id.}
  \item \textsuperscript{67} \textit{Scandalous Scoop Breaks Online}, supra note 62.
  \item \textsuperscript{68} Maviglio & Fleischman, supra note 59.
  \item \textsuperscript{70} \textit{Id.}
  \item \textsuperscript{71} Google is an Internet-based search engine that allows Internet users to research various topics, including political candidates. A voter can type in the name of a candidate and find links to news and blog stories covering the candidate. The search result listings can be manipulated by savvy political consultants who know how to move a story up or down in the search result rankings. See Tom Zeller Jr., \textit{Gaming the Search Engine, in a Political Season}, N.Y. TIMES (Nov. 6, 2006), http://www.nytimes.com/2006/11/06/business/media/06link.html?_r=0.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
users. The report stated that Drudge drove 7 percent of all traffic sent to mainstream news websites across the ideological spectrum, including: 1) Washington Post (15 percent), 2) ABC News (11 percent), 3) Fox News (11 percent), and 4) USA Today (8 percent).

Drudge’s success in driving Internet traffic demonstrates the strong need for readers to know whether bloggers are being paid to post their stories by candidates, political parties, or interest groups. While there are no reported instances of Drudge being paid, his effectiveness demonstrates the power of posting, burying, removing, or deleting a link to a story. “Visit the Drudge Report several times in a day and you’ll see how he tweaks headlines and moves articles around to get the optimal configuration.”

With 40 percent of mainstream media website traffic on specific stories coming by referrals from other websites rather than direct visits, it is clear that voters are increasingly relying on blogs, such as the Drudge Report on the right or the Daily Kos on the left, to educate themselves on political issues. These readers have a right to full disclosure of whether the bloggers are being paid for their blogging. Ann Ravel, Chair of California’s Fair Political Practices Commission stated, “In order for people to really know whether they can have faith and trust in the independence of recommendations they are receiving, they have to be aware’ of any payments.”


73. Jackson, supra note 72.

74. Id.

75. Id.

76. Carr, supra note 72.


80. McGreevy, supra note 8.
V. WHAT IS A BLOG AND WHO IS A BLOGGER?

Defining what is a blog and who is a blogger is not an easy task. Prominent, well-respected Florida blogger Justin Sayfie\(^81\) of the Sayfie Review\(^82\) states that anyone who uses any type of social media is a blogger.\(^83\) “Everyone is a blogger. Anyone who tweets and anyone who posts status updates on Facebook is a blogger.”\(^84\) In the political arena, bloggers may include grassroots activists, volunteers, campaign staff, consultants, and mainstream journalists. “Both the Obama and Romney campaigns have armies of staffers who blog, tweet and post items to Facebook.”\(^85\)

Another Florida blogger, Peter Schorsch,\(^86\) defines a blog on his blog, Inside the Lines, in the following way:

> On the campaign trail, in the newspaper and even when you are talking to voters, you’ve likely heard a lot about: “what’s in the blogs.” But you’re probably still wondering: What does that really mean? “The blogs” actually refers to the ever increasing number of social networking platforms used to deliver important news and messages, be it an actual website, Facebook page, Twitter account, YouTube video or whatever technology has been invented in the time since you started reading this paragraph.\(^87\)

The court in United States v. Cassidy\(^88\) defined a blog as follows:

> A “Blog” is a shorthand term for a “web log,” i.e. a log or web page maintained on the World Wide Web. A Blog is like a bulletin board and contains whatever material its sponsor decides to post. It does not send messages, and there is no limitation on the length of statements that may be contained on a Blog. Like a bulletin board,

---


82. Sayfie Review is a political blog covering legislative news in Florida and discloses when a candidate, political party, or interest group pays to post a link or content. SAYFIE REVIEW, http://www.sayfiereview.com/ (last visited Mar. 13, 2014).

83. E-mail from Justin Sayfie, Owner & Editor of Sayfie Review, to author (Oct. 16, 2012, 6:09 PM) (on file with author).

84. Id.

85. Maviglio & Fleischman, supra note 59.


it does not communicate except to those who voluntarily choose to read what is posted on it.89

Most blogs are not written by professionally trained journalists, who must comply with ethical standards, but by amateur writers free from any editorial supervision.90 Computers and blogging gives anyone the ability to write, edit, and publish their own editorial stories, reach millions of readers, and have the readers respond back.91 Blogs create a direct connection between writers and readers. It is “a conversation with distinct voices carried out in comments and e-mails and other blogs.”92 In fact, an average person’s blog can be just as valuable, for example, as ESPN’s website as far as reaching and influencing other people and potential advertisers.93 Anybody with a computer and access to blogging software can publish stories being ignored by the mainstream news media and push the issue into the public eye. “Blogging technology has, for the first time in history, given the average Jane the ability to write, edit, design, and publish her own editorial product—to be read and responded to by millions of people, potentially—for around $0 to $200 a year.”94 While this may be healthy for democracy in most instances, there also lies beneath the surface the ability “to disseminate[e] blatant rumors and lies to large audiences.”95 For example, Shashank Tripathi, a campaign manager for congressional candidate Christopher R. Wright,96 sent false tweets during Hurricane Sandy stating that the New York Stock Exchange was flooded with three feet of water.97 He tweeted under the code name of @ComfortablySmug, and his falsehoods were disseminated to a worldwide audience by CNN and the Weather

89. Id. at 576.
91. Id.
95. Id.
96. Shashank Tripathi is a New York based hedge fund analyst and former campaign manager for Republican candidate Christopher R. Wright, who was running for U.S. Congress from New York’s 12th District. See Update w/ Romney Campaign Ties – Republican Campaign Manager Outed as Tweeter of False Storm Info, DAILY KOS (Oct. 30, 2012, 6:28 PM), http://www.dailykos.com/story/2012/10/30/1152833/-Republican-Campaign-Manager-Outed-As-Tweeter-Of-False-Storm-Info.
97. Id.
Tripathi apologized for what he described as “irresponsible and inaccurate tweets” and resigned from the Wright campaign. This demonstrates how one person’s blogging efforts can make their way into the mainstream media and affect current events. The purpose of any FEC rule on blogging should not encroach on a citizen’s right to express her opinion in cyberspace but should target those who are paid to blog.

The mainstream media is given a press exemption from complying with the current FEC campaign finance laws in both their print and Internet media in regards to hard stories, editorials, leaks, tips, and leads. In contrast, a copy placed in the media as advertising by a campaign must be disclosed. The news media does not need to file campaign finance reports with the FEC for expenditures or electioneering communication, as campaign finance laws do not apply to them because they qualify for a media exemption under FEC rules. Paid political bloggers are not subject to the same editorial controls as traditional journalists who blog and should not qualify for the FEC press exemption. In order to determine who is and who is not qualified for the exemption, the FEC applies a two-step test. The two-step test is:

1) “Whether the entity engaging in the activity is a press or media entity,” and
2) Whether the entity can establish:
   “(A) That the entity is not owned or controlled by a political party, political committee, or candidate; and
   (B) That the entity is acting as a press entity in conducting the activity at issue. (i.e., whether the press entity is acting in its ‘legitimate press function.’)"

If this two-step test is applied to paid political bloggers, then paid bloggers should not receive the exemption. They cannot satisfy prong 2-A or 2-B of the test. When paid to blog, they act under the control of
a political party, committee, or candidate. They become an arm of the campaign, disseminating a campaign advertising expenditure as opposed to an unbiased blogger sharing her viewpoint. Conversely, political bloggers, such as Justin Sayfie,105 should receive the press exemption so long as they continue to disclose voluntarily sponsored news on their blog and sell advertisements at market rates.

VI. HOW PAID POLITICAL BLOGGING HARMS THE DEMOCRATIC PROCESS: TACTICS AND EXAMPLES

A. Tactics

With the rise of the Internet age, individuals now have instant access to more information regarding candidates running for political office than ever before. In the beginning of the Internet age, computers, websites, and blogs were considered something of a novelty used only by presidential campaigns and well-funded senate campaigns.106 Now, the Internet has become more affordable for the average person and has been mainstreamed into political campaign structures.107 Paid political blogging has sprung up as a cottage industry for political consultants and activists of both major political parties. For example, news reports allege that in 2004, Democratic presidential candidate Howard Dean paid a well-known blogger $12,000, and the Campaign of Republican U.S. Senator John Thune paid a total of $35,000 to two bloggers.108

Candidates have traditionally struggled with garnering constant media coverage and battled with the media over whether the stories written by journalists were fair or accurate.109 Journalists have sometimes played favorites and ignored or refused to run damaging stories on their favorite candidate or have run skewed articles against the candidates they did not like.110 Now anyone with a computer and basic blogging software can create her own blog and pub-

105. See infra note 122 and accompanying text.
106. Silva, supra note 1.
lish stories as she sees fit. These technological advances have allowed the average person, as well as candidates, political parties, and interest groups, to be on equal footing with the mainstream media in cyberspace.

This has led some in the political arena to capitalize on the situation and gain the exposure they covet by recruiting and secretly funding bloggers to promote or attack candidates. There is some suspicion about partisan political bloggers in Florida. For example, the Tampa Bay Times recently reported that five people active in politics accused Peter Schorsch, a political blogger, of pressuring “them for hundreds or thousands of dollars in exchange for good stories or the deletion of bad ones.” The Times also reported that former congressional candidate Jessica Ehrlich’s campaign manager accused Schorsch of attacking her and made a connection to Schorsch having received advertising money from Ehrlich’s opponent’s, the late Congressman Bill Young’s, campaign. Additionally, the New Times Broward-Palm Beach questioned the propriety of conservative blogger Javier Manjarres. The publication reported that Manjarres investigated the arrest records of former congressional candidate Ozzie deFaria and took advertising money from opponent Karen Harrington. The New Times wrote that “it highlights once again the precarious situation Manjarres is in: He’s in charge of the blog’s content and its advertising. How can readers be sure they’re getting a fair deal? How can readers be sure Manjarres isn’t pulling punches to keep his ad money coming in?” Both bloggers’ names, or the names of their blogs or corporation, appear on the campaign finance reports of candidates whose opponents have been attacked after buying advertising on the blogs or receiving a consulting fee.

111. See, e.g., sources cited supra note 110.
112. See McGreevy, supra note 8.
116. Id.
117. Id.
118. See Cox, supra note 113.
Such bloggers may be hired to write, or at times post verbatim, positive or negative stories that the media will not cover. If the scoop is juicy enough and garners enough attention on the Internet, the mainstream media will follow the blogger’s lead and run a similar story. This seemed to be the case when the Tampa Bay Times picked up on Schorsch’s blogging on Ehrlich’s background. This is an extremely effective way to plant a negative story about an opponent in the mainstream media, which can then be used in attack advertisements by the campaign or interest group that paid the blogger.

Another method of remuneration is to have links to mainstream media news stories placed on a blogger’s website or to have such links removed if it is damaging to the favored campaign. Not only can blog links be added to or removed from a website, they can also be moved to a more prime location for visitors to see. On blog sites, such as the Drudge Report, story links are moved around the site and are added and removed throughout the day. Some blogs, such as the Sayfie Review, prominently disclose payments received from campaigns, political parties, or interest groups for such sponsored news, while many other blogs do not.

Before voting, many people will conduct an Internet search using the name of a candidate for office utilizing a search engine, such as Yahoo! or Google. The search engine produces several website links regarding the candidate. The results will produce the good, the bad, and the ugly stories. The goal of the paid political blogger is to crowd out the good stories listed in Internet search engine results and knock the good stories off the first page of results and replace them with negative stories.

There are three basic ways a campaign usually compensates a blogger for her services. The first is by paying a general consulting fee. The blogger is on standby to post a link, story, or video sent by the campaign. The second is by paying inflated or deflated prices for

---

119. See Pittman, supra note 114.
120. See, e.g., Cox, supra note 113 (reporting that Schorsch acknowledged trading money for the deletion of negative content).
121. See, e.g., Jackson, supra note 72.
122. SAYFIE REVIEW, supra note 82.
123. See, e.g., Cox, supra note 113 (reporting on the existence of an offered contract between Schorsch and Michael Pinson, a Republican activist, which would have provided for a $1000 bonus if any of Schorsch’s articles on Pinson did not show within the top thirty online search results).
125. Rosenhall, supra note 124; Strong, supra note 124.
advertising space on their blog.\textsuperscript{126}\ The third, based on my personal experience working in politics, is by paying for trips, hotels, meals, and travel or by granting special access to events and celebrities. None of these are regulated at the current time.

\textbf{B. Examples}

In the 2010 California Republican gubernatorial primary between Steve Poizner\textsuperscript{127} and Meg Whitman,\textsuperscript{128} both candidates’ campaigns were accused of offering money to various media for positive coverage.\textsuperscript{129} In Poizner’s campaign, the California-based blog \textit{Red County}\textsuperscript{130} fired a writer, supposedly because he had been paid for favorable coverage by one of Poizner’s consultants.\textsuperscript{131} In the Whitman campaign, blogger Joe Matthews\textsuperscript{132} was allegedly approached by the campaign to buy advertising after he posted “some negative items.”\textsuperscript{133}

In 2006, a purportedly paid Minnesota Democratic-Farmer-Labor (“DFL”)\textsuperscript{134} operative, who was a writer for the House DFL media office, wrote numerous letters to the editor attacking Congresswoman

\begin{footnotes}
\item[126] Strong, supra note 124.
\item[128] Meg Whitman is the former chief executive of the Internet company eBay. Whitman, Fiorina Win GOP Nods, supra note 127. She ran for governor of California in 2010. See \textit{id}. She won the Republican nomination and spent roughly $178.5 million on her campaign, but she lost the general election to Jerry Brown. Juliet Williams & Judy Lin, \textit{Meg Whitman Outspent Brown by Over $140 Million}, HUFFINGTON POST (Feb. 1, 2011, 1:16 AM), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/02/01/meg-whitman-outspent-bro_n_816677.html.
\item[129] McGreevy, supra note 8.
\item[130] \textit{Red County Blog} is a formerly prominent Republican blog in California that highlighted discussions regarding various Republican viewpoints. Vern Nelson, \textit{A Wake for Red County}, ORANGE JUICE BLOG (Aug. 5, 2012), http://www.orangejuiceblog.com/2012/08/a-wake-for-red-county/.
\item[133] McGreevy, supra note 8.
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Michelle Bachmann and participated in a Dump Michelle Bachmann website blog during her first run for Congress. The blog urged readers to file election complaints against Bachmann, instructed them on how to file the complaint, and then posted the complaints on his blog. This was done in an attempt to generate negative stories. Michelle Bachmann filed a response with the FEC, alleging he was a paid Democrat operative who had “at least some control over the blog.”

Another 2006 example was online attacks against Congresswoman Mary Bono by a blogger connected to her Democratic opponent who created www.MaryBono.net. The blogger’s name did not appear on the campaign finance reports of her opponent but was exposed by e-mail and fax communications provided to Congressman Bono by Google, which was said to have demonstrated that her opponent and the blogger had coordinated the attacks against her. In this case, the blogger made the blog appear to be as if Congresswoman Bono herself created the site and as if she personally made the embarrassing postings. Congresswoman Bono filed a complaint with the FEC alleging that the blogger was paid by her opponent, coordinated attacks, did not disclose the connection or payment on the blog, and misled voters into believing that she was personally posting the unflattering statements and photos.

Javier Manjarres, a blogger in South Florida whose blog is called The Shark Tank, made waves in 2010 by allegedly accepting payments from the campaign of former State House Speaker and current
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139. Mary Bono is a former U.S. Congresswoman from California and is affiliated with the Republican Party. She is the former wife of the late Congressman and singer Sonny Bono and former Congressman Connie Mack. Connie Mack and Mary Bono Mack Are Divorcing, WASH. POST (May 24, 2013, 6:11 PM), http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/reliable-source/wp/2013/05/24/connie-mack-and-mary-bono-mack-call-it-quits/.
141. Id.
142. Id.
144. See Canfield, supra note 140.
145. Shark Tank – About Us, THE SHARK TANK, http://shark-tank.net/about/ (last visited Mar. 13, 2014). The Shark Tank is an Internet blog that covers Florida politics on a federal, state, and local level. Id.
U.S. Senator Marco Rubio. At the time, Senator Rubio was running in a long-shot bid for the Republican nomination for U.S. Senate against incumbent Republican Governor Charlie Crist. The New Times Broward-Palm Beach reported that Manjarres “frequently attacks Republican candidates in primaries, and has a record of only attacking those candidates that do not pay him for advertising space on his site. Frequently, positive articles about his clients and negative articles about their opponents only appear once payment is made.” FEC records show that Rubio paid Manjarres $19,000 for both “Media” and “Media Ads.” Some political insiders credit Manjarres for lighting the spark that helped implode the Crist campaign and propel Rubio to capture the Republican nomination. It is alleged that Rubio paid Manjarres not for advertising, but to attack Crist. Republican primary voters may have been unaware that the news coverage they were reading may have been due to the “Rubio for U.S. Senate” campaign advertising on Manjarres’ blog. It is my belief that an FEC disclosure rule modeled off of the FTC blogging disclosure rule may have required Manjarres to disclose to his readers if his coverage was based on being paid to blog rather than being paid an advertising fee.

Senator Rubio was not the only candidate who purportedly paid Manjarres during the 2010 election cycle. Manjarres received a documented total of $37,490 in the 2010 election cycle, including $10,500
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from current Governor Rick Scott. Scott disclosed in his campaign finance expenditure reports filed with the Florida Division of Elections that he paid Manjarres for “Media Production” as well as “Communication Services.” This differed from how Scott classified expenditures to media outlets such as The Miami Times and “WWFE La Poderosa 670 AM,” where the expenditures were listed as “Media Placement.” Thus, people reading The Shark Tank blog might have been influenced by the coverage of Rick Scott, believing it to be unbiased coverage when, in reality, it was likely a paid political advertisement.

Another example of high profile blog allegations can be found, according to The Florida Times-Union, in Peter Schorsch and his SaintPetersBlog based out of St. Petersburg, Florida. Schorsch allegedly doubles as a political consultant and a blogger, at times blogging on campaigns in which he is heavily involved. When it comes to candidate advertising, Schorsch says: “It is absolutely to a candidate’s benefit to advertise on my site . . . . Being on my radar screen is a very good thing.”

In October 2012, the late Congressman Bill Young paid $1200 for advertising on SaintPetersBlog, and an advertisement was placed on the blog. Around this time, Schorsch also wrote damaging articles about Young’s opponent Jessica Ehrlich. For example, he documented and exposed her alleged resume padding and spotty voting history in a series of stories. The Tampa Bay Times began writing on the same subject. His blogging caught the attention of the mainstream
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media,\textsuperscript{165} crowded search engine returns for “Jessica Ehrlich” with negative stories, and damaged Ehrlich’s chances of winning.\textsuperscript{166}

Schorsch alleged that Ehrlich tried to use the “attacks” to her advantage and mentioned them in a fundraising e-mail to raise money.\textsuperscript{167} He also alleged that her letter said she was being attacked by a paid campaign aide of her opponent Bill Young.\textsuperscript{168} Schorsch said that he got a copy of her fundraising letter and responded.\textsuperscript{169} His attorney sent Ehrlich a cease-and-desist letter demanding she stop saying he was a paid consultant for Young.\textsuperscript{170} He blogged about and posted a copy of his cease-and-desist letter to her.\textsuperscript{171} Again, the Tampa Bay Times followed suit and wrote about Ehrlich. The Tampa Bay Times wrote, “Schorsch, a campaign consultant, said he wasn’t being paid by anyone to attack Ehrlich, although he said Young had bought $1,200 in advertising on his website.”\textsuperscript{172} Ehrlich’s resume padding and spotty voting history was once again in the mainstream media, with negative stories in the Tampa Bay Times and on the SaintPetersBlog.

Another Florida blogger is Justin Sayfie of South Florida, who runs Sayfie Review, a blog similar in style to the Drudge Report. Sayfie was a high-ranking staffer under former Governor Jeb Bush. Sayfie Review is read by most decision-makers in Florida politics, government, and lobbying. Unlike some other political bloggers, Sayfie prominently discloses which section of his website is “Sponsored News.”\textsuperscript{173} In his sponsored news section, press releases, talking points, and mainstream media news links are posted exactly as provided by anyone wishing to post.\textsuperscript{174} He states that his website is “a really awesome free service!”\textsuperscript{175} However, what Sayfie does not state or disclose on his site is that, currently, he is a paid Florida legislative and executive branch lobbyist for large companies, such as Google, is a Republican operative-turned-lobbyist,\textsuperscript{176} and may have
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an interest in the content in the links to stories he posts in his unsponsored section.

Equally interesting are the “Blog Ticker” and “Most Read” sections of his website.177 These sections carry links to mainstream media blogs and are updated every five minutes and hourly, respectively. It is concerning that bloggers can be paid to blog a negative story, have the story picked up by the mainstream media, e-mail the link to the Sayfie Review—the editor of the site potentially unaware that another blogger was originally paid to write the story—who then innocently posts the mainstream media link free of charge. The posting magnifies the effect of the attack by distributing it to the connected elite of Florida and national politics. The candidate who originally paid the blogger for the coverage reaps the benefits of the magnified exposure by taking the stories from the mainstream media and quoting them in her political attack mail, radio, and television advertising.

Paying for news stories is not limited to online political campaigns. Both former Presidents Bill Clinton and George W. Bush used government money to pay for positive press coverage for their domestic and foreign policy agendas.178 Specifically, the George W. Bush administration reportedly paid $240,000179 to syndicated television commentator and newspaper columnist Armstrong Williams.180 In exchange, Williams endorsed and promoted the “No Child Left Behind Act”181 on his radio show, in news articles, and online.182 Additionally, “the Bush administration spent $254 million in its first term on public relations contracts, nearly double what the last Clinton administration spent.”183
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Political parties and sitting Presidents have taken notice of the power of bloggers. In 2004, bloggers were invited to cover the Democratic and Republican national conventions, and in 2005, the Bush administration invited the first blogger, Garrett M. Graff, to join the White House press corps.\(^{184}\) At the 2004 Democratic National Convention, the Democrats gave bloggers the same credentials as mainstream journalists and treated them the same as traditional reporters.\(^{185}\) Also, the Republican National Committee gave bloggers credentials to their convention in 2004.\(^{186}\) The Democrats had a special breakfast for the bloggers on the first day of the Convention.\(^{187}\) Democratic blogger Markos Moulitsas Zúniga,\(^{188}\) who runs the Berkeley, California-based *Daily Kos* blog, stated that the reason that the bloggers were invited was that

> many bloggers will beam a reliably pro-Democratic message back to their readers. “We’re all partisan. We don’t pretend to be otherwise and would not be constrained by bounds of having to balance out what we write with the other side . . . . So it’s a much more direct way to get out the party’s message to its constituents and potential constituents.”\(^{189}\)

VII. THE CALIFORNIA FAIR POLITICAL PRACTICES COMMISSION

BLOGGER DISCLOSURE RULE

In 2012, Ann M. Ravel,\(^{190}\) the former chair of the Fair Political Practices Commission (“FPPC”),\(^{191}\) California’s ethics agency, and recent appointee by President Obama to the Federal Election Commission,\(^{192}\) submitted a proposed rule in California that “require[s] campaigns to report payments made to bloggers, tweeters and others to

\(^{184}\) A Blogging First at White House, *supra* note 94.


\(^{186}\) *Id.*

\(^{187}\) *Id.*


\(^{189}\) Faler, *supra* note 185.


promote their candidacy in the Internet, including the Web location where the paid advocacy occurs.” California has since adopted Ravel’s proposed rule with some modifications. Her proposal required “immediate disclosure by the bloggers themselves. But after objections from Internet privacy and free speech advocates, the commission shifted the reporting burden to the campaigns.” Under the new rule, if a blogger discloses the payment, then the campaign does not have to report the payment. The reasoning behind Ravel’s original proposal and the new rule is that there should be more transparency regarding when campaigns are “‘purchasing opinion’ on the Internet.”

The rule as proposed excluded cases where a campaign staffer or volunteer informally blogs her own views in an unofficial capacity. The proposed rule was drafted in a manner that would not “impact the casual blogger who might be paid to do something else in a campaign.” Bloggers would not have to disclose market-rate payments from political advertising sources. Ravel stated:

The issue for us [the FPPC] is if the candidate or ballot measure committee pays anyone to provide favorable/unfavorable content on a web site or web log, or social media site, or creates video content to be posted online – then the committee must disclose it, under our proposal. So if [the blogger] is paid for any content by a committee, [then] it should be disclosed.

Any complaints filed would “generally be dealt with by a complaint being filed with the Commission, followed by an investigation, and an administrative hearing process. Ultimately, the Commission would make decisions on the violation and the penalty.”
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The rule as enacted reads as follows:

§ 18421.5. Reporting an Expenditure for Paid Online Communications.

(b) When reporting an itemized expenditure pursuant to Sections 84211(k) or 84303, a committee, pursuant to Section 82013(a), must specifically describe amounts the committee paid to provide favorable or unfavorable content on a candidate or ballot measure by:

1) Providing such content for or posting on a web site or a web log ("blog"), whether one's own or another's;

2) Providing such content for or posting on a social media platform or service;

3) Providing such video content for posting online.

(c) When reporting these expenditures, whether the payment is made directly or through a third party, committees must list specific details of the payment, including the amount of the payment, the payee, the name of the individual providing content, and the name of the website or the URL on which the communication is published in the first instance. The committee must report the expenditure for online content using the expenditure code “WEB” and the specifics described in this section.

(f) The reporting requirements of this regulation are in addition to the reporting requirements of Sections 84211(k) and 84303.

(g) If the fact that a campaign has paid for content as described in this regulation is posted in a clearly conspicuous manner along with the posted content in each instance of the content appearing on the Internet or other digital platform, reporting is not required as described in this regulation. For example, the following type of posting would satisfy this requirement: “The author was paid by the Committee to Re-Elect Mayor Jane Doe in connection with this posting.”


VIII. THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION COMMERCIAL BLOGGING MODEL

California’s FPPC proposed and final rule were modeled after guidelines promulgated by the Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”) in
2009, which require commercial bloggers who endorse a product to disclose that they have received something of value from the seller of the product.\textsuperscript{204} At their core, the FTC guidelines require that if a blogger has a "‘material connection’ with a third-party advertiser or sponsor," it must be disclosed.\textsuperscript{205} Broadcast and Online Journalism Professor Al Tompkins\textsuperscript{206} of the Poynter Institute in St. Petersburg, Florida, a journalism school which strives to teach ethical journalism that enables people "to participate fully and effectively in our democracy,"\textsuperscript{207} believes that political blogging could fall under the FTC’s proposal itself because it is advertising, and "[t]he FTC regulates, among other things, advertising. And if something is paid advertising, it has to be disclosed."\textsuperscript{208}

The FTC acted to regulate paid blogging because it feared that consumers were unaware that bloggers were being paid and acting as covert marketers for corporations.\textsuperscript{209} Consumers, the FTC believed (according to one blogger), saw bloggers "as regular folks with personal opinions – suburban moms, electronics hobbyists, and opinionated teens who are free from the influence of advertisers."\textsuperscript{210} The FTC sought to rectify this misconception by helping to educate the public by specifically targeting bloggers who were paid to write about any product on their own blog or social media sites, such as Facebook and Twitter.\textsuperscript{211} The guidelines require that "bloggers who make an endorsement must disclose the material connections they share with the seller of the product or service."\textsuperscript{212} An FTC guide book to the use of endorsements and testimonials in advertising gives an example and states that the "poster should clearly and conspicuously disclose her relationship to the manufacturer to members and read-
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ers of the message board.” Under the guidelines, the FTC evaluates each complaint on a case-by-case basis to determine if there is a nexus between the blogger, who receives something of value from the seller, and the posting. There is some bite to the FTC rule. Each violation can result in a $16,000 civil penalty, and one corporate abuser paid a $250,000 fine to the FTC for having marketers act as ordinary consumers while posting “independent” reviews, editorials, and endorsements.

The FTC guidelines apply only to amateur bloggers, as opposed to bloggers for the mainstream media. The FTC believed the guidelines were necessary as it was difficult for consumers to determine which blog posts were genuine and which were paid advertisements; “‘[c]onsumers have a right to know when they’re being pitched a product.’” Richard Cleland, an assistant director at the FTC, further explained that the FTC rule is based on the presumption that it can “‘apply traditional advertising principles like transparency and accountability to social media the same way as it would apply to traditional media.’” However, television and print journalists are exempted from the new FTC disclosure rule as it only applies to the Internet. The reason for the exemption is that the mainstream media has strict ethics rules in regards to accepting and keeping products sent to journalists, and consumers can put more faith in them than in regular bloggers.

One reported example of a blogger payment in the commercial arena includes a mother of two whose website, ClassyMommy.com, is an Internet blog operated by Colleen Padilla. About, CLASSY MOMMY, http://classymommy.com/about/ (last visited Mar. 13, 2014). She is paid by pro-
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222. Classy Mommy is an Internet blog operated by Colleen Padilla. About, CLASSY MOMMY, http://classymommy.com/about/ (last visited Mar. 13, 2014). She is paid by pro-
had 60,000 unique hits monthly as of July 12, 2009.\textsuperscript{223} She has reviewed between 1400 to 1500 products such as baby clothes, video games, and food.\textsuperscript{224} In return, she allegedly received free items from companies that wanted her to blog positively about their products.\textsuperscript{225} Another example of a supposed payment is when 150 bloggers and reporters were flown to Jamaica for a weekend at a beach resort, all expenses paid.\textsuperscript{226} They received free gifts, lodging, and flights, which they later blogged about on social media sites or consumer blogs.\textsuperscript{227}

Paid bloggers are not limited to the consumer and political arena. They can be found in the corporate arena as well.\textsuperscript{228} Corporations, such as Chevron and VeriSign, have been accused of paying bloggers to attack rivals or regulating entities.\textsuperscript{229} VeriSign allegedly paid bloggers to attack ICANN,\textsuperscript{230} and Chevron allegedly paid bloggers to attack a business rival.\textsuperscript{231} Any FEC rule for political blogging should be modeled after the FTC rule.

\section*{IX. PROPOSED MODEL LAW}

The California FPPC rule does not go far enough in requiring disclosure as it ignores the paid blogger's side of the transaction. The FEC should require all bloggers to disclose on their website whether they have been paid to post their story by any entity, including a political campaign, political party, interest group, labor union, or government entity, or if non-market advertising rates have been provided. Any promulgated rule should require a prominent disclosure requirement on a blog that 1) receives direct payment via a consulting fee in exchange for blogging; 2) receives a donation from a campaign or someone connected to a campaign in exchange for blogging; 3) accepts advertising below or above market rates; or 4) adds or removes a news link in exchange for a fee or a donation.
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Also, any rule should 1) include political bloggers; 2) include “paid blogger” in the definition of a public communication; 3) more clearly define “advertising”; 4) cover not only current blog technology but also any new electronic communication technology that has not yet been developed; and 5) require the campaign to inform the blogger of the duty to disclose and to have a system in place to monitor the blogger. The technologies should include, but should not be limited to, blogs, websites, social media, text messages, e-mails, directed search results, including Google ad words programs, and search engine optimization.

Enforcement of the blogging disclosure laws would follow the current procedures the FEC uses to enforce violations of election laws.\footnote{232} In other words, there is a system already in place to deal with election law violations, and the same complaint process can be used. Currently, candidates, political parties, news media, and individual citizens can file election law violations complaints by notifying the FEC in writing of the specifics of the alleged violation.\footnote{233} The FEC administratively processes the complaint, and a panel reviews it to evaluate whether a violation of the law has occurred.\footnote{234}

Under the proposed law, once a complaint is received, the FEC would have five days to contact both the campaign and the blogger.\footnote{235} The campaign and the blogger would be given fifteen days to submit letters explaining why they are acting within the law and no action should be taken, or admitting guilt.\footnote{236} If the FEC believed the campaign or blogger to be in violation, an investigation would be conducted.\footnote{237} If a violation of the disclosure laws was found, the FEC would assess civil and monetary penalties to be paid by the offending candidate using personal funds.\footnote{238} However, if a violation was not found, the complaint would be dismissed.\footnote{239} Furthermore, if the blogger was found to be blogging in an individual, unpaid capacity, then the blogger would be exempt from having to comply with the law, as there is no payment that is needed to be disclosed.

\footnote{232. See \textit{Filing a Complaint}, \textsc{Fed. Election Comm’n} (June 2008), http://www.fec.gov/pages/brochures/complain.shtml.}
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X. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the Federal Election Commission, as well as regulators of state and local elections, should promulgate a new rule. The new rule should implement blogger disclosure laws, requiring a blogger to disclose on her blog in a prominent and visible manner whether the blogger has been paid or given something of value by a campaign, political party, interest group, or any other entity in exchange for news coverage or lack thereof. Furthermore, the blogger should be required to disclose if he or she received a consulting retainer, marked up or down the price of advertisements, received gifts, or travel, hotel, or meal expense reimbursements in exchange for a blog post.

The government has taken action on items as simple as books, baby diapers, and TV dinners but remains silent on something as serious as democratic elections. In the commercial arena, a blogger can expect to make $5.35 to $10 per post and 11 cents to 68 cents every time a reader clicks from her blog to a corporation's website.240 The FTC has acted to require disclosure in the corporate arena to protect consumers. In contrast, the FEC's lack of action in the political arena creates a campaign finance expenditure disclosure loophole that enables bloggers to receive multi-thousand dollar payments without disclosure.241 It is clear that the current state of unregulated paid political blogging is detrimental to the health of our democratic republic, and the FEC and their state counterparts must take action. Election regulators should follow the FTC's and Ann Ravel's lead and promulgate a rule similar to, but stronger than, the California FPPC rule. In addition to fuller disclosure on the campaign side of the transaction, there must be disclosure on the blogger side of the transaction. Bloggers must be required to disclose clearly and prominently on their website whether they are compensated. The FEC rule promulgated in 2006, which exempts political bloggers from disclosure requirements, is not sufficient to allow the public to educate themselves properly. Neither is it sufficient for voters to make informed decisions regarding voting and the running of their government.
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